Radical radiotherapy for bladder cancer: retrospective analysis of a series of 459 patients treated in an Italian institution.
To contribute to the available evidence about the efficacy of exclusive radiotherapy for bladder cancer through a retrospective analysis of a large series of patients consecutively treated in a single institution. A total of 459 patients with UICC categories T1-T4, N0-Nx and M0 bladder cancer consecutively treated with radiotherapy alone with radical intent formed the clinical basis for this study. Many of them (and particularly the T1 cases) had poor medical conditions or were unfit for surgery. About half of the cases (54%) had a T2 tumour, and about 18% had T3-T4 disease. Eighty per cent of the cases received minimal doses in the target volume in the range 60-70 Gy; pelvic lymph nodes were treated in 34%. Simple radiotherapy techniques were used in most cases. Average follow-up for living patients was 4.4 years. Results were analysed according to number and type of relapses: overall survival, disease-specific survival, failure-free survival probability, acute and late toxicity (RTOG scale). Actuarial 5-year overall survival, disease-specific survival and failure-free survival rates at 5 years for the entire series were 36%, 56%, 33%, respectively. Age, T category (for all the end points) and tumour dose (only for failure-free survival) were significantly related to prognosis at multivariate survival analysis. Late enteric toxicity (6.1% of the cases) was significantly linked with the treated volumes (univariate analysis). Urinary late toxicity (23% of cases) was linked with age and T category (multivariate analysis). In both cases, toxicity was mostly Grade 1 or 2. The results of radiotherapy in this negatively selected series, accrued over a long period of time in patients treated with unsophisticated techniques, are reasonably good; they add to the evidence available to support the use of modern bladder-sparing programmes, including the association of chemo- and radiotherapy.